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Economic and Political Climate 
•  Exoplanet Science has strong support with the US 

Science establishment 
–  New Worlds, New Horizons decadal survey 

•  Exoplanet Science has strong public interest and support 
–  More support than Cosmology 

•  But, the economy is bad and recovering slowly 
•  JWST is overrunning its budget 
•  Newly elected Republican majority in Congress 

–  Seem to be planning to try and shut down the government 
within a few months 

–  Don’t appear to have much interest in science 
•  So, a new case for exoplanet studies in the US is 

needed… 



USA’s Founding Fathers on Exoplanets 
John Adams: “Astronomers tell us, with 
good Reason, that not only all the Planets 
and Satellites in our own Solar System, but 
all the unnumbered Worlds that revolve 
around the Fixt stars are inhabited….”  

(Urged Jefferson not to hire European Profs. for U Va. 
because they didn’t share these views.) 

Thomas Paine: “The probability, therefore, is 
that each of these fixed stars is also a Sun, 
round which another system of worlds or 
planets, though to remote for us to discover, 
performs its revolutions, as our system of 
worlds does round our central Sun.” 
               η⊕= 1 (Adams & Payne ~1790) 



Planet Discoveries by Method 
• ~400 Doppler 

discoveries in black 
• Transit discoveries are 

blue squares 
• Gravitational 

microlensing 
discoveries in red 
•  cool, low-mass planets 

• Direct detection,  and 
timing are magenta 
and green triangles 



Planet mass vs. semi-major axis/snow-line 
•  “snow-line” defined to 

be 2.7 AU (M/M) 
•  since L∝ M2 during 

planet formation 
• Microlensing 

discoveries in red. 
• Doppler discoveries 

in black 
•  Transit discoveries 

shown as blue circles 

•  Super-Earth planets 
beyond the snow-line 
appear to be the most 
common type yet 
discovered 

Most 
planets 
here!  



The Physics of Microlensing 
•  Foreground “lens” star + 

planet bend light of “source” 
star 

•  Multiple distorted images 
–  Only total brightness change 

is observable 
•  Sensitive to planetary mass 
•  Low mass planet signals are 

rare – not weak 
•  Stellar lensing probability  

~a few ×10-6 
–  Planetary lensing probability 

~0.001-1 depending on 
event details 

•  Peak sensitivity is at 2-3 AU: 
the Einstein ring radius, RE 

Key Fact:  1 AU ≈ RSchRGC =
2GM
c2 RGC



Microlensing Target Fields are in the 
Galactic Bulge 

10s of millions of stars in the Galactic bulge in order to detect planetary 
companions to stars in the Galactic disk and bulge.   

1-7 kpc from Sun 

Galactic center Sun 8 kpc 

Light curve 

Source star 
and images 

Lens star 
and planet Telescope 



Why Space-based Microlensing? 
•  Microlensing requires extremely crowded fields 
•  Source stars only resolvable from space 
•  Ground-based surveys need high lensing magnification to 

resolve most source stars 
–  Limits sensitivity to near the Einstein ring 
–  Space-based microlensing sensitive from 0.5 AU - ∞ 

•  Space-based microlensing allows detection of most lens stars 
–  Allows direct determination of star and planet masses 

•  Simulations from Bennett & Rhie (2002) 
•  Basic results confirmed by independent simulations (Gaudi) 
•  MPF Discovery proposal (2006) -> WFIRST 



 

OGLE-2005-BLG-390Lb - “lowest” mass exoplanet 

Source passes over caustic => significant finite 
source effect and clear measurement of t*  

Giant source star means lens star detection will be 
difficult 

A 5.5 M⊕ planet 
discovered by 
microlensing: 
OGLE-2005-
BLG-390Lb. The 
lowest mass planet 
discovered when 
announced in 2006. 

PLANET, OGLE & MOA Collaborations 



OGLE-2005-BLG-390Lb at high resolution 

•  Simulated view from 10,000 km aperture space telescope 
•  H-α filter Solar images generate cool videos! 



OGLE-2005-BLG-390Lb at high resolution 

5.5 Earth-mass planet vs. 16.5 Earth-mass planet. 
Only the total image area is observable. 5.5 Earth-mass is near limit for giant source. 



How Low Can We Go? 
Limited by Source Size 
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Mars-mass planets 
detectable  

if solar-type sources can be 
monitored! 

(Bennett & Rhie 1996) 

angular Einstein radius 

angular source star radius 

For θE ≥ θ* : 
low-mass planet signals are rare 
and brief, but not weak 



Ground-based confusion, space-based resolution 

•  Space-based imaging needed for high precision photometry of 
main sequence source stars (at low magnification) and lens star 
detection 

•  High Resolution + large field + 24hr duty cycle => Microlensing 
Planet Finder (MPF) 

•  Space observations needed for sensitivity at a range of 
separations and mass determinations 

CTIO HST WFIRST 



High-magnification: Low-mass planets 
OGLE-2005-BLG-169Lb 

•  Detection of a ~13 M⊕ 
planet in a Amax= 800 event 

•  Caustic crossing signal is 
obvious when light curve is 
divided by a single lens 
curve. 

•  Detection efficiency for ~10 
M⊕ planets is << than for 
Jupiter-mass planets 

•  Competing models with an 
Earth-mass planet had a 
signal of similar amplitude 

•  So, an Earth-mass planet 
could have been detected 
in this event! 

µFUN, OGLE, 
MOA & PLANET 



Space vs. Ground Sensitivity 

space 

ground 

Habitable Earths 
orbiting G & K stars 
accessible only 
from space 

Expect 60 free-
floating Earths if 
there is 1 such 
planet per star 



Infrared Observations Are Best 

Dust obscures the best microlensing fields toward the center of the Galaxy 

near infrared 

optical 

The central Milky Way: 



Detector Sensitivity 

Spectrum of a reddened source star is compared to the QE curves of CCDs 
and Si detectors. The HgCdTe detectors developed for HST’s WFC3 
instrument can detect twice as many photons as the most IR sensitive CCDs.  

An IR space 
microlensing 
survey is 5× 
more sensitive 
than an optical 
one. 



Astro-2010 Decadal Survey 
“the Kepler satellite … should be capable of 
detecting Earth-size planets out to almost 
Earth-like orbits.” 

“As microlensing is sensitive to planets of all 
masses having orbits larger than about half of 
Earth’s, WFIRST would be able to 
complement and complete the statistical task 
underway with Kepler, resulting in an 
unbiased survey of the properties of distant 
planetary systems. 

WFIRST does a microlensing planet search, 
multiple dark energy studies plus IR surveys 
and GO observations 

JDEM-Omega is “straw man” WFIRST 
design. Concept is under development, 
so some details refer to the MPF design 



WFIRST vs. Kepler 

Figures from B. MacIntosh of the ExoPlanet Task Force  

WFIRST – w/ extended mission 



WFIRST’s Predicted Discoveries 

The number of expected WFIRST planet discoveries per 
8-month observing season as a function of planet mass. 



Simulated WFIRST Planetary Light Curves 

•  Planetary signals can be 
very strong 

•  There are a variety of 
light curve features to 
indicate the planetary 
mass ratio and 
separation 

•  Exposures every ~15 
minutes 

•  The small deviation at 
day –42.75 is due to a 
moon of 1.6 lunar 
masses. 



Simulated WFIRST Light Curves 

The light curves of simulated planetary microlensing events with predicted 
WFIRST/MPF error bars. ΔJlens refers to the difference between the lens and 
source star magnitudes. The lens star is brighter for each of these events.  



Lens Star Detection in WFIRST Images 
•  The typical lens-source 

relative proper motion is        
µrel~ 5 mas/yr 

•  This gives a total motion of 
>0.05 pixels over 3 years 

•  This is directly detectable in 
co-added MPF images due to 
MPF’s stable PSF and large 
number of images of each of 
the target fields. 

•  µrel is also determined from 
the light curve fit. 

•  A color difference between 
the source and lens stars 
provides a signal of µrel in the 
color dependence of the 
source+lens centroid position 

 
A 3× super-sampled, drizzled 4-month 
MPF image stack showing a lens-source 
blend with a separation of 0.07 pixel, is 
very similar to a point source (left). But 
with PSF subtraction, the image 
elongation becomes clear, indicating 
measurable relative proper motion. 



Lens Detection Provides Complete 
Lens Solution 

•  The observed brightness of the lens can be combined with a mass-luminosity 
relation, plus the mass-distance relation that comes from the µrel 
measurement, to yield a complete lens solution. 

•  The resulting uncertainties in the absolute planet and star masses and 
projected separation are shown above. 

•  Multiple methods to determine µrel and masses (such as lens star color and 
microlensing parallax) imply that complications like source star binarity are 
not a problem. 



Continuous Observations of 4 MPF Fields 

•  1 observation of each field 
every 15 minutes 

• Fields are oriented parallel to 
the Galactic plane to maximize 
the microlensing rate. 

• Continuous 6×6 sub-pixel 
dither covering 2×2 pixels to 
confirm photometry and get 
best angular resolution 

• Observe in “visible” and “IR” 
bands once every 4-8 hrs. 

–  All other observations in 
“clear” band 

• Rotate spacecraft 180 deg 
around LOS around June 21 
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MPF in Geosynchronous Orbit 

MPF field 
Vernal  
Equinox Orbit Plane 

Orbit 

Ecliptic  
Plane 

Equatorial  
Plane 

Ω 

23.5° 
28.7° 

Sun 

MPF’s orbit allows continuous view of Galactic bulge planet search field and 
continuous data data downlink to a dedicated ground station in White Sands. 

Ω 



MPF Focal Plane Concept 
•  35 2Kx2K near IR Teledyne Imaging (formerly Rockwell) HgCdTe 

detectors 
•  one bank of 5×7 detectors 
•  Sidecar ASIC – Reduces wire count, produces clock signals, provides 

16-bit ADC’s, and digital signal processing (Fowler sampling) 
•  Passively cooled to 140K 
•  One ASIC per 5 detectors 
•  Each detector can watch a guide star in a sub-window while taking 

long exposures 

 

Pathfinder demonstration focal 
plane already built by Teledyne. A 
2nd demonstration focal plane 
will meet mechanical specs at  
T = 140K during Phase A. 



MPF Mission Design 

•  1.1-m aperture consisting of a 
three-mirror anastigmat 
telescope feeding a 147 Mpixel 
HgCdTe focal plane (35 20482 
arrays) 

•  The spacecraft bus is a near-
identical copy of that used for 
Spitzer. 

•  The telescope system very 
similar to NextView commercial 
Earth-observing telescope 
designs.  

•  Detectors developed for JWST 
meet MPFs requirements. 

•  All elements at TRL ~6 or better 
•  Total Cost M$ 330 (plus launch 

vehicle) 

MPF Mission Requirements 

 Property Value Units  
Orbit Inclined GEO 28.7 degrees 

Mission Lifetime 4.0 years 

Telescope Aperture 1.1 meters (diam.) 

Field of View 0.95 × 0.68 degrees 

Spatial Resolution 0.240 arcsec/pixel 

Pointing Stability 0.048 arcsec 

Focal Plane Format 146.8 Megapixels 

Spectral Range 600 – 1700 nm in 3 bands 

Quantum Efficiency > 75% 
> 55% 

900-1400 nm 
700-1600 nm 

Dark Current < 1 e-/pixel/sec 

Readout Noise < 30 e-/read 

Photometric 
Accuracy 

1 or better % at J = 20.5. 

Data Rate 50.1 Mbits/sec 

 Key MPF Mission Requirements 



Status 

•  MPF combined with JDEM-Omega and 
NIRSS by decadal survey to make 
WFIRST 

•  WFIRST Science Definition Team 
formed 

•  Charge to SDT 
–  Consider merger with Euclid 
–  Reduce cost to fly this decade 



SDT 

Science Definition Team (SDT) Membership 
J. Green, Colorado/CASA   P. Schechter, MIT (Co-Chairs)  
R. Bean, Cornell University,  C. Baltay, Yale 
C. Bennett, JHU    D. Bennett, Notre Dame 
R. Brown, STScI    C. Conselice, Nottingham 
M. Donahue, Michigan State  S. Gaudi, Ohio State 
T. Lauer, NOAO    B. Nichol, Portsmouth 
S. Perlmutter, UCB / LBNL  B. Rauscher, GSFC 
J. Rhodes, JPL    T. Roellig, Ames 
D. Stern, JPL    T. Sumi, Nagoya Univ. 
A. Tanner, Georgia State Univ.  Y. Wang, Oklahoma 
E. Wright, UCLA  
N. Gehrels, GSFC (Ex-Officio) 
R. Sambruna, NASA HQ (Ex-Officio) 
W. Traub, JPL (Ex-Officio)  

   more info:     http://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 






